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Last December we alerted you to the passage of the New York Wage Theft Prevention Act, which
goes into effect this Saturday, April 9, 2011. That law amends the New York Labor Law by, among
other things, requiring employers to (1) include additional information on pay notices provided to new
hires, (2) provide pay notices to existing employees annually, (3) provide a pay notice to an existing
employee if information on the previous pay notice changes and the employee’s next earnings
statement would not reflect that information, and (4) retrieve acknowledgments from employees
regarding receipt of the pay notices. Read our prior alert about the New York Wage Theft Prevention
Act.
With these amendments about to take effect, the New York State Department of Labor (NYSDOL) has
finally released pay notice templates, and instructions and guidelines for completing those notices and
retrieving acknowledgments, along with a Frequently Asked Questions section seeking to answer the
most commonly asked questions by employers. You can access that information here. It includes
several notable points, including that employers:
•

May include new hire pay notices with other new hire documents (such as offer letters and
employment agreements), but they must be provided on their own form.

•

Must provide the annual pay notices anytime between January 1st and February 1st of each
year. Employers cannot provide the annual pay notices at any other time during the year, and
they must provide these notices even if the pay notice information remains the same. Further,
any employer whose seasonal employees remain on layoff between January 1st and February
1st must provide annual pay notices to these employees as soon as they return to work from
the layoff.

•

Do not have to provide a new pay notice any time the information on a previous pay notice
changes as long as the employee’s earning statement for the pay period following the change
includes the information. However, (1) employers must provide a new pay notice if the
employee’s wage rate decreases, regardless of whether the earnings statement reflects the
decrease, and (2) hospitality industry employers must always provide a new pay notice
regardless of whether the earnings statement includes the changed information.

•

Must provide pay notices in the employee’s primary language, but only if that employee’s
primary language is Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Creole, Polish, or Russian. Otherwise, the
employer may provide the notice in English. The NYSDOL has released pay notices in these
languages.
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•

Should still provide a copy of the pay notice to the employee refusing to sign the required
acknowledgment and indicating on the notice the refusal to acknowledge.

•

May provide pay notices electronically as long the employer has a “system where the worker
can acknowledge the receipt of the notice and print out a copy of the notice.”

•

Must provide commission salespersons with pay notices that attach their statutorily required
commission salesperson agreement.

•

Do not have to indicate on the notice the specific overtime exemption that may apply to the
employee.

•

Must note any retroactive wage increase separately on the earnings statement during the
period in which it is paid.

As the compliance deadline nears, employers are well advised to seek the advice of employment
counsel for assistance complying with the Wage Theft Prevention Act.
If you have any questions about this alert, please contact the author or your Mintz Levin attorney.
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